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Report of Midday Meal Scheme 2020-21 
 

Being incepted in the year 1996 the Midday Meal Scheme of our college is continuously 

helping the poor and needy students with Free Meals and Subsidized Meals. This noble 

project is also fostered by the generous donors.  

Midday Meal Committee for the year 2020-21 

1 Mrs. Harinakshi M.D. Convenor 
2 Mrs. Chandrika Member 
3 Ms. Arenza Sequeira Member 
4 Mrs. Anupama Jogi Member 
5 Mr. Ceaser Gonsalvince  Member 
6 Mrs. Kusuma Member 

 

Selection Process 

The Committee constituted with The Principal, Convenor and the members is entrusted to 

select the deserving students to avail this facility. 

Applications were invited from the students who wish to avail the facility. Committee 

formed for this purpose went through the applications and intimated the students to 

appear before the interview committee. 

Students were selected on the basis of poverty, merit, distance from home to college, sports 

achievements, involvement in NCC etc. 

Now 145 students are identified as the beneficiaries for the year 2020-21 out of which 115 

students will be provided with Free Meals and another 30 will be provided with subsidized 

meals. Owing to COVID-19 pandemic hit the facility is not yet begun. It will be commenced 

from next semester. 

 





 



IAS Success Stories of Working Professionals 

The UPSC Civil Services Exam is considered one of the toughest exams in India and a lot of 

candidates put their heart and soul into the preparation. Many aspirants sacrifice everything to 

see their names in the final rank list. The three stages of the IAS exam, the extremely huge 

UPSC syllabus, the intense competition, the unpredictability of the UPSC – all make the IAS 

preparation time a tough ordeal. Most candidates with jobs prefer to quit them and dedicate 

their time and energy exclusively to the UPSC exam. But there are some aspirants who dare 

to keep their fulltime job and also prepare for the exam. This is not easy and has its risks. 

Despite that, many such working professionals come out with flying colours in the UPSC 

exam. In this article, we bring you IAS Success Stories of Working Professionals. 

UPSC Success Stories 

Mittali Sethi (AIR 56; CSE: 2016) 

A doctor who cleared the IAS exam with flying colours, Mittali Sethi was working as an 

orthodontist. She said in an interview that she had not known about the IAS exam before 

2014. After one of her students told her about the exam she started preparing for it. She failed 

the Prelims twice before clearing the whole exam in her third attempt in 2016. She chose 

Psychology as an optional even though it was not her graduation subject. She is one of the 

aspirants who started preparing for the exam at a very late stage and aced it. In the inspiring 

aspirants’ words, “Refuse to give up.” 

Bandana Pokhriyal (AIR: 83; CSE: 2015) 

Bandana Pokhriyal was working as a Central Excise Inspector for 4.5 years prior to securing 

the IAS rank in her second attempt. She prepared for the Civil Services for 2.5 years while 

working at her job. She advises candidates not to get frustrated by setting impossible targets 

on a daily basis. She set practical targets for herself and made sure she rarely took long 

breaks in between her studies. She also recommends working professionals to prepare small 

chits or cards with notes on them, and keep them on the work table in the office. This way, 

candidates can make the most of short breaks or free time. She also says that weekends 

should be utilized to the full extent possible. Her optional subjects were Public 

Administration in the first attempt and Anthropology in the second. 

R Vaithinathan (AIR: 37; CSE: 2015) 

Vaithinathan secured an amazing rank of 37 in his fourth attempt at the IAS exam. What 

makes his achievement commendable is that he was working as a doctor in a Delhi hospital 

while preparing for the UPSC exam. Despite facing parental opposition for changing his 

career track (he was a gold medallist in his medical college), he marched ahead and faced all 

odds in pursuing his IAS dream. His IPS sister nudged him in the right direction and he 

acknowledges her support immensely. Vaithinathan had to work for 24 – 36 hours at a stretch 

and then study during his 2-day break between hospital sessions. This gritty doctor was on 

the verge of quitting before his fourth attempt, but decided otherwise on hearing his sister’s 

encouraging words, “Don’t let a moment of defeat define your life’s outcome.” 

IAS aspirants can learn from the stories of UPSC toppers and incorporate the strategy they 

used to crack the IAS exam. These are just four of the many such success stories of inspiring 

people who proved to the world that there is nothing that hard work and perseverance cannot 

achieve. 

 



IAS Study Plan for Beginners 
The UPSC civil services exam is taken by lakhs of people in the country every year. It is a 

three-stage exam which when assailed will get you your ticket into a career in the illustrious 

Indian civil services. The UPSC exam is considered one of the toughest in India because of 

multifarious factors – the rather large UPSC syllabus, the intense competition, the eclectic 

nature of the subjects involved and also the unpredictability attributed to the UPSC papers. 

On an average, a candidate takes three attempts to clear the IAS exam. There are some of 

course, who have been able to do so in their maiden attempts itself. If you are a newbie to the 

civil services exam world, you would have to be a little extra attentive to certain things, if 

you are serious about your IAS aspirations.  

Pre-preparation work 

Before you commence your IAS preparation, you must do a few things. They are: 

1. Be thorough with the UPSC syllabus. The UPSC syllabus is considered the bible of the exam 
and you may rest assured that a comprehensive knowledge of the syllabus’ contents will 
make your IAS journey quite comfortable. 

2. Get the UPSC exam dates.  
3. Be clear of the UPSC format and pattern.  
4. Prepare yourself mentally for a rollercoaster ride that will leave you a changed person. Be 

prepared for hard work, smart work, test practices, a lot of reading, writing answers, etc. 
You must also be ready to reduce the number of hours you socialise and wile away watching 
mindless television. You shouldn’t totally stop these activities and become a hermit for that 
would be quite detrimental. However, studies must take top priority if you want to clear the 
IAS exam. 

IAS Study Plan for Beginners 

A lot of people start their preparation with the UPSC prelims and ignore the mains until after 

they take the prelims exam. This might help you clear the prelims but this plan would 

backfire since there is not much time between the prelims and the mains to start afresh after 

the prelims. Moreover, the syllabi for both have quite an overlap and it is only the test 

practice which is different. Since the prelims involves MCQs you need to practice for those. 

So, it is best to have an integrated approach to the UPSC CSE wherein you start preparation 

for both IAS prelims and mains simultaneously. 

As beginners, you are recommended to start preparation with the basic books. The 

NCERTs are the preferred choice when it comes to the IAS exam. These books have a clear 

and simple language. They are easy to understand. In addition, the information contained here 

is authentic, so you can safely use it for facts. In case multiple books give contradictory 

information, you should stick to the NCERT version. 

When should I start my IAS preparation? 

Beginners should ideally get at least 10 – 12 months before the UPSC prelims exam for 

preparation. You can comprehensively cover the syllabus and have enough test practice only 

then. You should start with the common GS papers before moving on to the optional papers. 

But before the UPSC prelims exam, you should have completed at least 75% of your mains 

GS syllabus and at least 50% of your optional subject syllabus. Remember also to study for 

the CSAT paper. In case your academic background makes it easier for you to score in 

CSAT, you need only practice a few test papers a month before the prelims. In case you are 

not comfortable with CSAT, you should spend at least 2 months for the same. In any case, the 

CSAT is qualifying in nature and your target should be to just clear it. 

 



Study exclusively for prelims 

Two months before the prelims exam, you should dedicate your studies just for the prelims. 

Focus on how to manage time with 100 questions. Also learn how to avoid negative marking 

by intelligent guess work. Don’t worry about the mains now since what you study will be 

useful for the mains also, but your focus should be on solving MCQs. 

CURRENT AFFAIRS 

Current affairs is perhaps the trickiest part of the IAS exam. This is because the examiner can 

ask anything under this banner. But don’t fret. The UPSC might be unpredictable, but there is 

a method in this madness. When you read your daily newspapers (which is your No. 1 source 

for current affairs), you should relate what you read to the UPSC syllabus. You should 

compile current affairs notes as and when you read the papers. You can always rely on 

BYJU’S Comprehensive News Analysis CNA for the best and the most complete daily news 

compilation for the UPSC exam. Our experts go through several important news sources and 

provide you with important news analysis neatly categorised under sections. You will also 

have practice questions for both prelims and mains.  

The most important tip for beginners 

Freshers have two inherent disadvantages. One is the inexperience and the natural fear and 

anxiety that come with it. The second disadvantage is the tendency to take it lightly since you 

have more attempts and age on your side. Complacency is to be replaced with measured 

confidence. And fear is to be overcome with practice, practice and some more practice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Eligibility Criteria For KPSC KAS Exam 
The Karnataka Public Service Commission (KPSC) conducts recruitment exams for Groups 

A, B, C and D posts in the Karnataka state bureaucracy. The Gazetted Probationers Exam is 

one such exam through which Group A and Group B officers are recruited in the Karnataka 

Administrative Service (KAS). This article lists down the complete eligibility criteria for the 

KPSC KAS Exam 2019. 

The KPSC KAS Exam eligibility criteria are: 

1. Academic Qualification 
2. Age Limit 
3. Number of Attempts 

Academic Qualification Graduate degree 

Age Limit  Minimum age: 21 years 

 Maximum: 35 years 

Number of Attempts 5 attempts for General Category 

Check out the eligibility criteria for the UPSC Civil Services Exam. 

For KPSC Gazetted Probationers Exam, the KAS eligibility criteria are relaxed for people 

belonging to SC/ST/OBC categories. For the detailed eligibility, read on. 

Also, refer KPSC KAS Exam Pattern for the detailed 3-stage exam process. 

Download the official KPSC notification for KAS exam for quick reference. 

KPSC KAS Eligibility 

While applying online for the KPSC KAS exam 2019, candidates have to fill the details 

carefully and submit the relevant documents for verification. Also, candidates should go 

through the complete  

The different category options in the KAS exam form are: 

GM General Merit 

SC Scheduled Caste 

ST Scheduled Tribe 

Cat – 1 Category – 1 

2A Category – 2A 

2B Category – 2B 

3A Category – 3A 

3B Category – 3B 



Ex-MP Ex-Military Person 

Rural Rural Reservation 

KMS Kannada Medium Student 

PH Physically Handicapped 

HK Hyderabad Karnataka Student 

RPC Residual Parent Cadre 

Academic Qualification Criteria for KPSC KAS Exam 

The rules governing the academic eligibility for the Gazetted Probationers exam are: 

 Rule 7 – Karnataka Recruitment of Gazetted Probationers (Appointment by Competitive 
Examination) Rules, 1997 

 8th Amendment, Rules, 2010 

According to the rules, candidates can only be eligible for the Gazetted Probationers Exam 

(KPSC KAS) if: 

1. They have a Bachelor’s degree awarded by a University established by law in India 
2. Or a Master’s degree from a recognised University 
3. Or possess an equivalent qualification 

Aspirants currently pursuing their last year of Graduation are also eligible for the KPSC KAS 

Prelims exam but they will have to submit proof of passing/completion before they are 

allowed to take the Main exam. 

For medical background aspirants: 

 If at the time of submission of the KAS Main exam application, they have passed the final 
year exam but not completed their internship, then they can be provisionally admitted to 
the exam. 

 However, in such cases, they have to submit along with their online application for the 
Gazetted Probationers (Main) exam, a certificate copy from the concerned 
University/Institution stating that they have passed the final professional medical exam. 

 Also, the candidates will have to submit the original degree at the time of Interview or a 
certificate from the concerned competent authority stating that they have completed all the 
requirements (including the internship) for the degree to be awarded. 

KPSC does not consider the marks/GPA/percentage or the graduation stream. 

KPSC KAS Exam Age Limit 

Candidates should be at least 21 years old as on the last date for the submission of the 

application or any such date specifically notified by KPSC. 

The maximum age of candidates cannot exceed 35 years for General Merit candidates. 

However, the relaxation in age limit for KPSC Gazetted Probationers exam is as follows: 



Category Relaxation in criteria Maximum Age 

GM No relaxation 35 years 

SC 5 years 40 years 

ST 5 years 40 years 

Cat – 1 5 years 40 years 

2A 3 years 38 years 

2B 3 years 38 years 

3A 3 years 38 years 

3B 3 years 38 years 

Ex-MP No of years in service  

PH / Widow candidates 10 years 45 years 

Number of Attempts in KPSC KAS Exam 

 For General Merit candidates in the Gazetted Probationers exam, a maximum of 5 attempts 
is allowed. 

 For OBC candidates, they are eligible for two additional attempts, thus making their total 
allowed attempts 7. 

 For SC/ST/Cat-1 candidates, an unlimited number of attempts are allowed in the KPSC KAS 
exam provided they meet the age limit criteria. 

The official KPSC recruitment notification states that if particular posts are notified with 

physical fitness criteria then no candidate shall be eligible for the posts even after clearing all 

the stages of the Gazetted Probationers Exam unless he/she meets the prescribed physical 

standards. 



 

Important Information regarding KAS eligibility: 

The recruitment rules clearly define and prohibit misconduct in the KPSC Gazetted 

Probationers exam process. 

The commission has the power and authority to: 

 Disqualify the candidate for the particular exam 

 Debar the candidate for a specified period from admission or selection 

 Debar permanently from employment in the state Civil Services 

The candidates will be liable for criminal prosecution and/or disciplinary action if they are 

found guilty of: 

1. Impersonation 
2. Submitting fake/tampered documents 
3. Making incorrect/false statements 
4. Suppressing material information 
5. Using or attempting to use unfair means in the recruitment exam process 
6. Misbehaving in the exam hall 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



MILAGRES CENTER FOR CAREER EXCELLENCE-INAUGURAL 

CEREMONY  

Milagres College Kallianpur started a new department Milagres Center for 

Career excellence which provides training to the students on various 

competitive exams. It was inaugurated on Monday 01.07.2019 in the college 

premise.  Most Rev Dr. Gerald Isaac Lobo, Bishop of Udupi diocese 

inaugurated the centre and blessed all. In his inaugural address he opined we 

should have a clear sense of purpose in our lives and a clear plan to move in the 

direction of our dreams; we can transform our outlook and confidence. After 

launching Milagres Center for Career Excellence powered by National IAS 

Academy and inaugurating computer lab at Milagres College, Kallianpur 

Bishop said, after establishing a new diocese, we have moving towards various 

18 commissions and Education is one of them. The diocese would giving all 

necessary guidance and help for the students who going to study in higher 

government related courses like IAS, IPS etc. We are doing what former 

President of India Abdul Kalam addressed to the students of the country. 

Students should have vision and dream for the successful career. Success is ten 

percent inspiration and ninety percent perspiration, goes the old saying by 

Thomas Edison. The idea of that hard work is the most important aspect of new 

inventions. Ninety percent of genius is hard work. As for genius being inspired, 

important is in most cases another word for perspiration, he said. 

Earlier Bishop launched Milagres Center for Career Excellence by lighting a 

lamp along with the guests. Rev Dr. Prakash Anil Castalino, Assistant Professor 

Department of Chemistry conducted the invocation with prayers. Bishop later 

inaugurated the computer lab for PU students as well as degree students by 

cutting a ribbon. Bishop blessed the computer lab by sprinkled the Holy water 

on computer lab hall. 

 



During the stage programme, Bishop was presided the programme. On the dais, 

Correspondent of Milagres Educational Institutions, Very Rev Dr. Lawrence C 

D’Souza, B. A Nagesh, former Civil Servant, Advk Bun, Retired Professor from 

Andhra University, Sunil BN Director National IAS Academy were present. 

Sunil BN and Correspondent Rev Dr. Lawrence D’Souza spoke during the 

occasion. Mr. Subrahmanyan and Mrs. Sulatha Shenoy parents of the new 

course students and Ms.Anushka a student spoke in regard to the new course 

and their aspiration towards the college. Dr. Vincent Alva gave keynote address 

and welcomed the gatherings. Savitha Hebbar proposed vote of thanks. Prof. 

Joseph Fernandes compeered the programme. Former professors, retired staff 

and parents and students of new course were present. 

 

 

 



 

BEST OUTGOING AWARDS 

2016-17 

Golden Jubilee Memorial Best outgoing student awardfor 

male and female student was instituted by Mr Alfred Crasto 

Kemmannu/Kenya in the golden Jubilee year 2016-2017. The cash 

award is Rs.50,000/- 

This year the award is equally shared by Johan Chris Lewis and 

Blencil Lewis in the men section. In the women section the prize is 

equally shared by Rosalia Cardoza and Sushma. It was awarded 

during Prathibha Puraskar by Rev Fr Denis D Sa on 9-2-2017.  

 

 

 

 

 



2017-18 

Golden Jubilee Memorial Best outgoing student award for 

maleand female student was instituted by Mr Alfred Crasto 

Kemmannu/Kenya in the golden Jubilee year 2016-2017. The cash 

award is Rs.50,000/- 

This year the award is equally shared by Srinidhi Kamath, 

Vinitha Crasta, Sushmitha and Sushanth S Anchan. It was awarded 

during Prathibha Puraskar held on 27-3-2018.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2018-19 

Golden Jubilee Memorial Best outgoing student award for male and 

female student was instituted by Mr Alfred F. Crasto, Alumnus, CEO 

& MD, Morgan Forex Bureau and Group of Co., Nairobi, Kenya/ 

Kemmannu in the golden Jubilee year 2016-2017. The cash award is 

Rs.50,000/-. 

This year the award is equally shared by Kavya Pai, Nagesh 

Shetty, Shreya, Ajay G Poojary and Deepa. It was awarded during 

Prathibha Puraskar held on 29-3-2019. 

  

Milagres NRI Alumni Scholarships Distribution 

The Milagres Alumni (NRI) scholarship distribution ceremony was held at 

tri-centenary hall on Friday, August 30 2019. The programme was jointly 

organised by Milagres College Kallianpur and Alumni Association.  

An amount of Rs 6,41,044 was distributed as scholarship by Milagres Alumni 

(NRI). Around 151 students benefited from the scholarship. 

 

 

 



Fine Arts Club 

Training  the students to participate in different competition :  

Fine Art Club of Milagres College, Kallianpur organized workshop 

on various art forms named AAHAARYA from February 2, 2021 

Mr. Prashanth Udhyavar for Contemporary Dance, Mrs. Swathi Bhat 

Udupi for Basic Singing Skills, Mr. Prasad Brahmavar for Art Forms 

and Mr. Vignesh Thekkar for Modern Theater will be the resource 

persons of this workshop series.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Workshop on Contemporary Dance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Workshop on Basic Music Skills : 

 

 

 

 



 

Workshop on Modern Theatre : 

 

 



 



  

                                                          Food Fest 

Commerce association of Milagres College organised a glorious day named ‘Carnival de 

Delicacy’ which was held on 09th March 2021 in the college quadrangle sharp at 11.30 am.   

Chef Deepak, sous chef Manipal inn and Mr. Nithish Damodhar Assistant Professor Food 

production department WGSHA were invited as the Chief Guest. They were grandly 

welcomed by the students. Dr Vincent Alva , Principal Milagres College, Rev Fr. Valerian 

Mendonca, Mrs.Shylet Mathais, Dean of Commerce Department, Mr.Iliyas, Business 

Development and F&B Manager, Ms. Reeshel Clita Dsouza President of Commerce 

Association, Mr. Mahesh Vice President, Ms. Pratheeksha Shetty Secretary, Mr. Sunny 

Antony Dsouza Joint Secretary, Ms. Saniya coordinator, escorted the dignitaries to the dais. 

 All the guest inaugurated the program by burning the sparkles. The guest were also the judge 

of the competition “Food without Fire” which was held on the same day. There were 7 

contestants. The judges tasted the food and asked few to questions to the contestants about 

their dishes. 

 The programme was successful due to the sponsors of the event Coastal Vibes a unit of 

Cloud Media Tech Pvt Ltd and Peter and Celine Dsouza. Fest was a grand success wholly 

organized by students. 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 





             UNDER THE MANGO TREE PROGRAMME 

 

 











 



 

                                     Vidyathri Darbar 
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